
 

 

 

 

Late (on the day) entries can be a curse or a blessing to Open Shows (usually 

depending what mood the Show Secretary is in!). 

 

Everyone wants to see as many entries on the bench as possible, but not at the 

physical effort of having to re-arrange some Class layouts in the process. 

Also, late entries usually delay the start of judging which then ‘knocks on’ to 

delay prize-giving and de-benching. 

 

The following proposal for dealing with the several problems includes some 

radical actions, as well as totally new procedures which, just might, benefit the 

Show scene. Please try and consider them objectively. 

 

1. All late entries will be placed in ONE CLASS – effectively an ‘Overspill Class.’  

2. Entries will not be considered for any Awards in the Open Show. 

3. There must be a minimum of four different entries (ie, from four different   

exhibitors) to constitute an Overspill Class.  

4. Judging will be undertaken BY THE EXHIBITORS owning the fishes, who will  

rate the fish into their preferred  first four positions, awarding a maximum of 

100 points to each entry; the total points awarded for each entry in the Class 

would be totalled and divided by the number of exhibitors to arrive at the final 

score. Whilst it would seem prudent to disallow owners judging their own fish, 

closer consideration of the ‘number crunching’ shows that this wouldn’t really be 

necessary. 

5. The four winning fish from each Overspill Class would be eligible for entry into 

‘The Best of the Rest’ or ‘Exhibitors’ Choice’ at the Festival of Fishkeeping’ at the 

end of the season. 

 

That’s the bare bones of the idea, now for some explanations. 



Obviously, (1) makes the need for shifting fish unnecessary as a separate bench 

space can be reserved for this Class. It is suggested there is no discrimination 

made between Egglayers/Livebearers or Coldwater species. 

 

(2) may be is harsh but consideration for inclusion in, say, Championship Classes, 

would hinder not help the main process of judging elsewhere in the Show.  

 

(3) This is pretty well self-explanatory. Alternatively, it is up to the Show 

Secretary’s discretion as to how many ‘on the day’ entries he may well integrate 

into the Open Show as per normal! 

 

(4) This is the radical one. The aim of this new Class is two-fold at least. 

The first is to not increase the work-load of the Judges on the day-  hence the 

‘one category’ limitation – who are then completely free to concentrate on the 

Open Show. 

 

The second aim is to give experience to those exhibitors who have professed an 

interest in judging. There are probably at least ten exhibitors currently with 

enough knowledge (and let’s hope, integrity) who could spot the best four fish in 

most Classes.  Judging such a Class will engage their skills and keep them at the 

Show too.  

 

Note that there has been no mention of judging to the Standard system.  

We certainly recognise the practicability (or not) of asking ten or so people to 

collectively judge one Class simultaneously.  It is not our intention to enquire 

how they arrive at their collective result, just as long as they do. 

  

(5) The judging of the ‘Final’ should be done by  an FBAS Judge. 

 

Running this Overspill Class as a special Class, within the official Open Show, may 

not only solve some of the late entry problems but also add a bit more interest 

and participation at Shows. 

 

As the first Open Show is likely be towards the end of March, please give this 

new idea some thought    


